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UP DATE ON ZTH PHYSICS AND DESIGN ISSUES

and

PHYSICS GOALS OF ZTH AND ROLE IN THE FUSION PROGRAM

J.N.DiMarco

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87544, USA

ABSTRACT

The ZTH construction program is scheduled for completion in December of

1992. Some design features are still amenable to changes directed by new physics or

computational information. Numerical results for the ZTH tapered poloidal field gap

show that a relatively simple linear taper results in substantial reduction in field error.

This design is simpler to manufacture compared with the compound curve predicted

by analytical calculations. Also, ongoing analysis of ZT-40M data indicates that the

fluctuation levels of magnetic fields and x-rays at high 0 (1.7), can be reduced to the

fluctuation levels at "standard" operational 0 (1.4) by changing the winding

configuration of the toroidal field (TF) coils. The effect is thought to depend on the

shell-like action of the TF coils when they consist of many turns in parallel. Magnetic-

field effects, such as field errors, at the unshielded toroidal-field butt-joint gap in the

shell can be reduced by this effective external shell. Design imp!ications for installing

a second low-current TF coil on ZTH are presented. ZTH has the capability of

operating at 4 MA with the addition of power supplies. The projected parameters of

ZTH are discussed in the context of various conceptual designs for ignition-level

RFP's and the TITAN compact reactor conceptual design. The sensitivity of the

conceptual design to the physics results from machines like RFX and ZTH is

reviewed. It is shown that the 4 MA ZTH physics results will make a significant

advance for the RFP program toward the programmatic RFP fusion goals. Finally,

the influence of RFP and tokamak physics o;1 _he conceptual design of high mass-

power..density (MPD) fusion reactors is investigated through the TITAN and ARIES

studies. The confinement characteristics required of these conceptual designs are



' compared; physics issues are identified that are required to bring the MPD and

fusion-power-core (FPC) of the tokamak designs into coincidence with the RFP

desigIis.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents of the following latest physics and design issues affecting

ZTH: numerical results on the shielding of the tapered field gap; the affect of

toroidal asymmetries, measured at the toroidal field gap, on plasma performance;

ZTH projected physics performance and its relation to RFP ignition and compact

reactor goals; and a comparison of the parameters of the ARIES and TITAN

conceptual reactor designs.

Earlier calculations on the field error reduction that can be achieved with a

tapered gap _ssumed azimuthal symmetry. Section 1. presents recent 3-D numerical

calculations showing that shielding by the tapered gap remains significant in toroidal

geometry. However, poloidal variations in the field errors can be significant if the

taper does not include poloidal, as well as, toroidal variation in thickness. Because

of the complexity of fabricating the required compound shape, the machining

prescription for ZTH is based on 3-D model results, without a poloidal variation irl

the taper. The reduction of the field error remains significant. However, external-

field error-correction coils are required at the poloidal field gap to reduce the field

errors to less than one percent.

The toroidal field gap in ZTH is a butt joint. Measurements from ZT-40M

show that a relatively large field error can result from using this kind of gap. Section

2. also presents results from ZT-40M indicating thai a reduction in the field error can

be achieved by rearranging the winding geometry of the toroidal field coils . The

resulting plasma performance at high 0 is improved. There is a reduction in the of

the magnetic field fluctuations and a corresponding decrease in the toroidal voltage.

These results support placing low-current toroidal field coils on the ZTH shell. Two

design options for ZTH are discussed.

Section 3. discusses the role of ZTH in the RFP program by comparing its

projected physics performance with the physics issues of an ignition-level RFP

machine and a compact RFP reactor. Integration of the RFP with the global fusion

program is accomplished by comparing the ARIES and TITAN reactor designs.



. 2. ZTH DESIGN ISSUES

2.1 Tapered Poloidal Field Gap

RFP's are typically constructed with a highly conducting shell surrounding the

plasma. The time constant for magnetic field penetration through the shell is usually

greater than the planned duration of the plasma discharge. To allow rapid field

penetration inside the shell, a gap or slot is cut into the shell. In this case, the gap

is at a specific toroidal location, and is in the poloidal direction to allow poloidal field

to penetrate. Image currents, comparable to the plasma current, will flow in the shell.

Toroidal image currents must change direction and flow poloidally at the gap. As a

result, a large vertical magnetic field is generated at the gap; the magnitude of the

vertical field in the immediate vicinity of the gap, can be comparable to the applied

vertical field. ZTH shell has a "resistive" shell, with a 50 ms time constant that is

about one-fifth of the planned duration of the discharge. Image currents in the shell

will decay on a time scale concomitant with the shell time constant. However, the

dynamic plasma processes and projected plasma time scales, such as the energy

confinement time, are on time scales less than or comparable to 50 ms. Therefore,

reducing the error field at the poloidal field gap is 'important to the successful

operation of ZTH, even with the resistive shell.

Coupling between gap field errors and the plasma. Theoretical modeling 1 of the

plasma interact!en with the field error at the gap was used to develop design

specifications for Z3"H. A major result of this numerical calculation is the

identification of a nonlinear mode coupling that occurs as a result of the plasma

interaction. An applied vertical error field (m =1) nonlinearly couples with the

plasma to produce m = 0 components that are then resonant for all n modes at tile

reversal surface. With an applied vertical field equal to 10% of the poloidal field at

the edge, relatively large magnetic islands are predicted by the calculation. The

applied m = 1 error field must be less than a few percent to reduce the island overlap

and to reestablish magnetic surfaces in the plasma region.

Magnetic field errors at a gaj2. Calculations and measurement of the magnetic field

errors from azimuthal gaps in cylinders have been reported. 2'3'4It is shown 4 that the

field error can, in principle, be reduced to zero by: 1) axially overlapping the shell

segments at the gap, and; 2) modifying the axial variation of the resistance of the

shell material in the region of the overlap (tapered resistance). The resistive taper



can, in practice, be achieved by varying the thickness of the shell material in the axial

direction. To reduce the field error to zero, the taper in the axial resistance must be

a specific function of the radius of the cylinder and the length of the overlap. Figures

la. and lb., taken from ref. four, show the cross-section of two designs of a tapered

gap. The triple-taper gap design was chosen for ZTH to reduce toroidal-field errors.

Figure lc. also shows the prescription for the fabrication of the ZTH taper (named

the "linear taper" in this paper) compared with the analytic calculation. The work in

this area has recently been extended to include toroidal effects and a finite gap

between the overlapping shell segments. 5 Figure 2. presents some results from this

calculation. A butt joint is presented as a reference case. The value of the vertical

field is given on the minor axis, and directly above from the minor axis at a position

of 0.38 m, 0.07 m from the inside of metal shell. The gap between the shell segments

is 12 mm. There is substantial reduction in the field error by simply overlapping the

shell segments. However, tapering the axial variation of the metal in the shell results

in additional reduction on the field error. The linear taper prescribed for the ZTH

poloidal field gap is used in this calculation. Some of the flux penetrating the gap is

the prompt component that accounts for the slight axial asymmetry. For all the cases

shown in Figure 2 the external vertical field is assumed to be linearly increasing in

time for 60 ms and then held constant for 200 ms. Figures 3a. and 3b. show the

poloidal variation in the field error as well as compare the field error from the ideal

analytical taper to the ZTH linear taper. 0 = 0 starts from the outside at the

horizontal mid-plane of the shell. To reduce costs the machining prescription does

not include poloidal variation in the taper. As a result, the field error at the mid-

plane and on the outside is relatively high. Since the design specification on the

external vertical field equilibrium control system requires the system to match the

plasma equilibrium vertical field to within 15 % during a dynamic excursion, the

tapered gap will passively reduce the vertical field error to the few percent level;

feedback controlled coils at the gap will be used to actively reduce the field error to

less than 1%. Tapering the poloidal-field gap greatly reduces the field error at the

gap, passively achieving field errors close to the design specification. The ZTH design

specification can then be achieved with a relatively low-level feedback-control error

correction system at the gap; balancing the cost of fabricating the tapered gap against

the cost of a feedback-controlled error-correction system using wide-bandpass power

supplies.

Time constant considerations. Using the tapered gap design described above requires

a balance be established between different time constants of the system. Since the

4



Figure 1. A longitudinal cross-section of: a) a double tapered gap, b) a triple

tapered gap. Also shown is the taper thickness from an analytic calculation,

compared with the linear or "engineering" taper specified for ZTH.

resistance variation is achieved by tapering the thickness of the shell material, the

current must penetrate the material. For the thickest part of the taper (3 mm) the

time constant is 0.2 ms. Therefore, for high-frequency field errors the tapered gap

will approach the limited shielding of a straight overlap gap. The 1 ms time constant

of the liner helps to shield the plasm_l from the field errors at the gap for this high-

frequency case. The tapered gap is affective for time scales even greater than the

shell time constant of _ 50 ms. However, global equilibrium control is established for

_ 50 ms time scales by the use of the external equilibrium control coils.



Figure 2. Shielding against an externally applied magnetic field for three

different shell geometries. The ratio of the vertical magnetic field under the gap

to the vertical magnetic field far from the gap is plotted against toroidal position,

The on-axis values of magnetic field are used for a shell having a minor radius

of 0.45 m and a major radius of 2.4 m. a) Butt joint, b) overlap gap, c) tapered

gap using the linear prescription for the taper.

The equilibrium position of the plasma, relatively free of shell generated field

errors, is established by a combination of design features: a shift in the radial position

of the liner in the shell, a tapered poloidal field gap, and time constants for specific

components of the front end. Feedback-controlled error reduction is still required

because of practical limits to the tapered gap. However, the power requirements for

the feedback control system at the gap are substantially reduced.

2.2 Reduced Fluctuations at High Theta

Previous work 6 with ZT-40M demonstrated that the plasma resistance

increased as the value of 0 increased. Analysis _ of ZT-40M operation, under a

specific set of conditions, demonstrates that the plasma resistance and various

fluctuation levels can be reduced at high values of 0. This work infers a narrowing



Figure 3. Shielding against an externally applied magnetic field with a tapered

toroidal gap as a function of toroidal position and three poloidal positions. The

graphs show the ratio of the vertical magnetic field under the gap to the vertical

magnetic field far from the gap at a radial position of 70 mm from the shell; a)

Analytic prescription for the taper, b) Linear taper.



., of the window in 0 as ttle current is increased. In addition, if low-level fluctuations

can be maintained over an expanded range of O, the range of parameters describing

achievable RFP minimum-energy states is wider than previously thought.

The observed decrease in the fluctuation level is achieved through modification

of the toroidal.field-coil circuit. ZT-40M is configured with 12 toroidal field coils,

each having 30 turns. For most of its operational history the coils were divided into
three sets. Each set consists of four of the 30-turn coils connected in series. The three

sets are connected in parallel to the power supply. This configuration is referred to

as series-parallel. It is to be contrasted to all 12 of the 30-turn coils being connected

in parallel, referred to as the parallel configuration or, all 12 being connected in

series. Figure 4 presents a comparison between the parallel, series-parallel, and series

operati_,n for high 0. The fluctuations of <B4_>, soft x-rays, and F versus 0 show a

substantial decrease with parallel operation at this high 0 value. The decrease in

fluctuations is also exhibited in Figure 5, where the magnitude of the toroidal voltage

is plotted as a function of 0. A possible explanation for the observation is the flux-

conserving shell-like characteristics of the parallel configuration. The emf, and in this

case the flux, measured at the terminals of the coil sets is maintained at the same

value by the external power supply (neglecting leads, etc.). Within the specific coil

set the current in the winding is, of course, constant. Flux lines, however, can move

outside (or inside)individual windings of the coils. The scale length over which the

flux is maintained does change around the toroidal length of the machine. The reason

for the improvement in plasma performance may be related to a reduction in field

errors having a scale length comparable to the coil structure (n <__12).

The time-to-reversal in all the discharges in Figures 4. and 5. was

approximately constant. Since the natural period of the circuit changes with the coil

configuration the initial toroidal bias field had to be adjusted to maintain the reversal

time. From previous experience with ZT-40M this effect is not thought to be capable

of explaining the results. The plasma density in the discharges is also different.

Again, from previous experience with ZT-40M operation the change in the

fluctuations is not explained by the difference in the density.

ZTH design options. ZTI-t was designed to allow the installation of an electrical short,

of various resistance, across the toroidal field gap and a set of low-current toroidal

field windings in close proximity to the shell. The original purpose was to isolate the

plasma from the relatively large toroidal magnetic flux external to the plasma (4 = 2).

A resistive short localized at the toroidal field gap would minimize the external flux.

Coils placed on the shell would be used for a test of F-0 current drive. In addition



Figure 4. Fluctuations of <Bob>, soft x-rays, and F versus 0, with; a) all 12 of

the 30-turn coils in parallel, b) 4 coils in series and three sets in parallel, c) ali
12 of the 30-turn coils in series.

to these reasons the possibility now exists of extending the operating window for ZTH

to higher 0.

Because of the relatively limited access to the toroidal field gap in ZTH, a

recommendation has been made to install an additional low-current toroidal field coil,

on the shell of ZTH, that can be controlled by means of external switches. Based on

the above results, the modularity of the additional coil structure will be maintained

at a high value, compatible with engineering constraints. The coils will be switched

into the circuit, typically at peak current, and the effective coil resistance can be

varied by insertion of external resistance elements. Compared to a resistive short

applied directly to the toroidal field gap, the use of an additional low-current toroidal

field coil allows increased versatility for selecting switching and resistance options.

3. ZTH PERFORMANCE, RFP IGNITION, AND REACTOR GOALS



Figure 5. Toroidal voltage fluctuations as a function of <0> for: S) series, SP)

series-parallel, and P) parallel, coil connections.

3.1 ZTH performance, RFP ignition, and RFP reactor comparison.

Design and performance predictions for ZTH, at various plasma currents, are

given irl table I. The major radius of ZTH is 2.4 m, and the inside radii of the

graphite surface and the innermost position of the liner convolutions are 0.38 m and

0.4 m, respectively.

The values of I/N are taken from ZT-40M "standard" operating conditions. The

poloidal,/30, is taken to be 0.15, and the peak temperature is calculated by density

weighting using (1-r 4) for the radial dependence. The scaling Te(keV ) = 1 * I(MA)

is also observed experimentally 8. The values for "rE are obtained from a fit to

experimental data 9. Global transport is calculated using X = (3/16) aZ/'rE. Zerf for ZT-

40M is m the range 2.5 to 3.5.

With the initial complement of three 56 MVA power converters and one

opening switch, the flat-top current for ZTH is predicted to be 1.7 MA. Pulsed mode

operation up to _ 2.2 MA may be possible by over driving the equilibrium field power

supplies by _ 10%. "

10



' The relation of ZTH to programmatic fusion goals can be understood by
4

comparison to RFP ignition 1°':: and reactor 12parameters. The prospects for ignition

in the ohmically heated RFP have been examined at two levels. Preliminary scoping

studies 1°,based on a size-indexed plasma energy balanced was performed for a range

of transport scaling assumptions. This "POPCON ''13approach generated botl: physics

sensitivity studies and a direction for a more detailed RFP ignition device design,

called ZT1:1. Results from both the POPCON scoping model and the detailed ZTI

study are summarized in Table II. Parameters from the multi-institutional compact

RFP reactor study TITAN :2 complete the programmatic comparison. To illustrate the

quest for consistency in the RFP development path note that the drift parameter,

proportional to I/(NTelr2), is within a factor of _ three and improves (the value

decreases) with programmatic progression to larger current devices.

The range in the parameters in Table II reflect different motivations producing

different design-point specifications. The work in Ref. ten also compares achievement

of ignition conditions for the RFP and the tokamak. This calculation indicates the

potential advantages of the RFP in achieving ignition conditions due to the large

ohmic heating in the RFP. The ignition condition in the Ref. ten sensitivity study is

defined as a state that is thermally unstable to small density or fixed current

perturbations. This definition is to be compared to the O = 5 specification for the

ZTI design study of Ref. eleven. WhiIe close to the "ignition" point the specified state

is thermally stable. The assumptions in the ZTI design study are comparable to the

CIT device to facilitate cost comparisons. Both papers assume impurity fractions of
,

2% Carbon and 0.2% Iron. Ref. ten examines the sensitivity of the ignition point to

various scaling "laws." The Base Case fits Connor-Taylor 14scaling to the experimental

data; the 2-Parameter-fit fits Connor-Taylor like parameters to the experimental data

but the best-fit exponential dependence is 0.91 rather than 1.0 (The coefficient also

changes). The sensitivity of the ignition state to the scaling is noted by the change in

the current required for ignition for the two scalings, 8 MA increases to 12 MA. The

sensitivity of the ignition state to the scaling and assumptions about impurity and

profiles is shown in Figure 6(a,b,c,d). In this figure, % is the density profile exponent

(l-x) '_n, and n,rE is proportional to

Connor-Taylor scaling namely, Cx(I3N"/=)x. This work uses the ion line density N as

a parameter allowing the values of n and a to be selected for a particular value of N

= na 2. Accordingly, two values of a are selected and the resulting parameters are also

shown in Figure 6.

Another point made in Ref. ten is the absence of a "Cordey pass" for the RFP.

Because ohmic healing power in a tokamak is a small fraction of the auxiliary heating

11
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, TABLE I

ZTH DESIGN PARAMETERS
_ ,,

I <n> I/N Te(0 ) S I "rE ntr. X

(MA) 102°m3 1014A.m (keV) (xl08) (ms) 10a'm3s m2/s
, ,,, , , , .... ,, ,, ,,

1.7 1.1 3.5 1.7 0.4 12 0.013 2.3

2 1.2 3.5 2 0.6 20 0.025 1.4
, , , , , , , ,

4 2.5 3.5 4 2.4 50 0.125 0.5
,,,,,,, , , , , , i ,, ", ''" ' ' '

'FABLE II
....

Device i. <n> I/N Te(0 ) S r e nri_ X
MA 102em3 1014A-m keV xl0 _ ms 1()2°m3s m2/s

,, ,

"Base case" 8 1.1' 7 !4 50' 1200" 1.3 0.06'

Ignition TM (2.6) (30) (430) (.06)
,J , jJ

"2-Parameter 12 1.6' 7 14 60' 810' 1.3 0.08"

fit" Ignition 1° (4) (40) (330) (.08)
E .....

ZT111 9 3.5 5.6 11 20 270 1 0.1
, ,, ......

TITAN-112 18 9.3 1,7 9.5 20 690" 6.4 0.1
, , , ,, , ,

' See text below; minor radiu:: ass,,med at 0.6 m or, (0.38 m).

°'The intrinsic r_ due entirely to thermal transport. Including radiation rlz is 200 m_.

power, the continual injection of high power is required to pass the "breakeven" point

(Q = 5); the magnitude of the injected power decreases as Q increases above 5 and

approaches m, the ignition point. In the RFP ohmic heating is sufficiently strong to

reach Q _ 5 and maintain to ignition. If the external heating is shut off in the

tokamak before reaching ignition, the system relaxes back to the low Q side of the

Cordey Pass. This fact is illustrated in Figures 7a. and 7b. As the current in the RFP

is increased there is a continuous path to ignition; auxiliary heating is not required.

To m'.)ve from the ohmic heated state in the tokamak (P_,,.,/n2 = 0, at the left of the

figure) to the ignition point (PauJn 2 = 0, to the riRht) requires additional healing to

get over the Cordey pass.

12



Figure 6. Sensitivity of the ignition state to: a) ion density profile exponential factor

crn, c) Scaling coefficient C, d) exponential dependence of scaling factor X, b) Carbon

and Iron impurity fraction f_ and 10 x f_.

The ZTI device is a cost-optimized Q _>5 machine. The flat-top time is chosen

to be five seconds; this assumption along with others allows a cost comparison with the

CIT. The ZTI design represents a stable operating point (I = 9.5 would drive tile

system to ignition). The function of ZTI is the study of alpha particle physics and burn

control at a fusion power level of = 100 MW. Costing is based on scaling estimates

derived from ZTH and CIT. The result of the costing exercise is shown in l::igure 8.

Substantial savings are noted in the cost of the power supplies and TF coils for the

RFP. Since these items are major CIT expenses, and since ZTI is on a path to an

economic commercial reactor an RFP ignition-class machine, like ZTI, represents a

lower cost development path to a commercial reactor system.

Phai cs goals of ZTH and RFP fusion pre)gram parameters. An important reason for

establishing a 4 MA capability for ZTH is based on making a "reasonable"

extrapc)lation to the level of machines beyond ZTH. Comparisons can be made

between ZTH and ZTI in Tables I and II. The design operating density for ZTH is;

13



Figure 7. Comparison of, a) RFP and b) tokamak paths to ignition illustrating the lack

of a "Cordey Pass" for the ohmically heated RFP. The tokamak calculation assumed

no impurities while, the RFP calculation assumes 2% carbon and 0.2 % iron.

within the range of densities for the ignition-level machines in Table II. Design values

for ZTH electron temperatures are within a factor of three or four that required for

ignition. In fact, by reducing the density in ZTH, temperatures within a factor of two

of that required for ignition should be obtained by ohmic heating alone. The

Lundquist number S is within a factor of ten of ignition/reactor values. Time scales

for resistive diffusion are expected to scale like S_, and for resistive tearing mode

instabilities as S'/'. Again, substantial changes in the present physics understanding are

not expected in extrapolating to the next-s,ep devices. Ratios between ZTH and

ignition design values for r_sand nrF:" and are -_ 30 and 10, respectively.

14



Figure 8. Comparison of costs for ZTI and the CIT.

Values for the physics design parameters of a 4 MA ZTH are within

"reasonable" factors for extrapolation to the next step machines. The upward

extrapolations from ZTH to a ZTI class machine are less than those between ZTH

and the present RFP data base. The sensitivity of the ignition/reactor design points

on the scaling of the plasma parameters with current is apparent from the above work.

Because of this sensitivity, a major priority for ZTH and RFX is to reduce the

uncertainty in the scaling. Based oil the design parameter of 4 MA for ZTH,

combined with the 2 MA results from RFX and ZTH, the requisite data will be

available to refine the high-energy-density scaling used in projecting tile future

development path.

3.2 RFP and tokamak reactor comparisons.

Recent comparisons ls'16 of the RFP and tokamak reactor concepts have been

made through comparison of the TITAN and ARIES-I conceptual reactor designs.

These conceptual reactor studies compare the fusion concepts to fission and other

energy sources and presents a development path that must be taken 'Loimprove the

competitive aspects of developing fusion power. In this context "cenpetitive" refers

to both the economic and safety & environment (S&H) aspects oi the designs. A

15
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fundamental feature of tile suggested development path is the use of high mass power

density (MPD) systems; here, defined as the ratio of net electrical power output to the

weight of the fusion power core. Fission MPD is in the range of 8(10 to 10()(I

kWe/tonne for a pressurized water reactor. The compact RFP con:eptual design is

comparable while, for most tokamak reactor studies the MPD is an order of

magnitude less. This paper highlights the physics data base that must be developed

to access the high MPD development path.

The ARIES-I conceptual reactor design assumes parameters that are relatively

close to the present tokamak data base. Some of the deviations from the main body

of data are: the aspect ratio is assumed at 4.5; a boot-strap current fraction of 0.69

in low density, flat profile, plasma, <n>/nedg e = 1.5 ; two times L-mode transport is

assumed; high radiation power fraction from the plasma (faAI_ =0.5). As will be

discussed later, this later parameter has a major influence on the ability of a particular

magnetic confinement concept to access high MPD parameters. With the above

assumptions, the cost of the ARIES-I FPC relative to the Total Direct Cost (TDC) is

approximately 50%. Reduction of the FPC cost is being developed in the ARIES-II

conceptual design that takes advantaged of enhanced features of advanced design such

as: second stability operation, high-aspect-ratio confinement, high-field magnets, highly

radiating plasmas, transport in excess of L-mode with relatively flat density profiles,

for example.

The sensitivity of the design point for a conceptual fusion RFP reactor to the

details of the scaling of the transport have been pointed out above, lt is now noted

that the ability of any fusion confinement concep., to address the issue of high-power

density lies in the fraction of power that can be uniformly radiated to the walls in

order to reduce the power density in the throat of the divertor. When approaching

the MPD comparable to fission systems the power density in the throat of the divertor

must be limited. In the TITAN compact RFP reactor conceptual design the fraction

of radiated power, from the plasma core, is taken to be 0.69. The core of the plasma

is defined as that region from the center of the plasma out to the boundary defined

by the separatrix. The total radiated power in the TITAN is taken at 0.95%, with the

remainder coming from the plasma edge region, outside the separatrix. Both the

enhanced tokamak and RFP have to achieve a high radiated fraction while maintaining

a high level of thermal conduction. The possibility of achieving this operation, at high

beta, has been demonstrated for the RFP _v' This feature is critical to attaining a

compact high-power-density reactor design.

The experimental result _7 indicates that the thermal conduction in the RFP

16
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, actually decreased as the radiation fraction increased, a constant beta result. This

-'esult and comparisons with: classical transport, the RFP data base, and the design

points for the compact RFP reactor are shown in Figure 9. To explain the rather

"busy" figure note that there are two fits to the experimental data, a least-square fit

using Connor-Taylor scaling and a two-parameter least-square fit. Also shown is a

scaling based on classical ion thermal transport. With the assumptions 1° made in

calculating these scalings the present RFP data base is approximately 100 from

classical. The range of data points labeled as "TITAN" refer to different radiated

power fractions. At a value for the radiated power faction of --- 0.69 the TITAN

thermal transport matches the projection from the experimental data base, assuming

Connor-Taylor scaling. The Titan thermal transport, in a highly radiating plasma, b,as

a margin of approximately 15 with respect to classical predictions. This result is to be

contrasted to the ARIES-I design point that has a margin of two with respect to

tokamak neo-classical scaling; both are shown on Figure 9. The magnitude of the

Figure 9. Global transport plotted agains_ line density and plasma current. The lines

labeled: T-C(Connor-Taylor), 95%, and Least Squares are statistical fits to the

experimental data. ZT-40M (Kr) refers to data from ZT-40M with Krypton gas
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margin and the value of the design-point thermal transport with respect to classical

predictions, depends on assumptions which generally have been conservative; it is

expected that the margins for error will be larger than stated above.

The development path to high energy-power-density compact reactors, for both

the enhanced tokamak and the RFP, depends critically on radiating a large fraction

of the input power uniformly to the walls. This is to be accomplished with a

concomitant decrease in the thermal transport. An experimental result that has been

demonstrated for the RFP in ZT-40M. However, this feature is critical to achieving

high MPD. Therefore, additional verification is necessary to establish the development

path to compact economical fusion reactor systems.

4. CONCLUSIONS

ZTH Design features. Recent 3-D numerical calculations have verified the

passive shielding effect of a resistively graded (tapered) toroidal gap. This type of gap

can substantiallyreduce the magnitude of the error field in the plasma. However,

feedback control by external field-error correcting coils is still required at the gap,

because of practical fabrication factors. The main purpose of the tapered gap is to

passively reduce the magnitude of field error, thereby allowing relatively low-power

feedback control to be effective in reducing the field error (Bd]30(a))to the level of

less than 1 percent.

Analysis of ZT-40M data indicates that specific winding geometries can enhance

the effective shell-like structure of the toroidal field coils. With the enhanced

geometry the magnetic field fluctuation level and the toroidal voltage for values of 0

greater than 1.4. Because of the apparent widening of the operating "window" in 0 it

has been recommended to irl.stall a set of close fitting low-current TF coils on ZTH.

Programmatic comparisons. Comparison of parameters for ignition-level design

points gives the sensitivity of the design points to the scaling derived from the present

RFP data base. Both RFX and ZTH, at 2 MA, will substantially reduce the

uncertainty in the scaling. A 4 MA ZTH is within a factor less than ten of the ignition

design points for ;g, n, and "I'. The strong ohmic heating in the RFP is manifested by

the lack of a Cordey Pass for ignition. Comparisons of CIT and a comparable RFP

ignition device (ZTI) show the major cost difference to be in the power supplies and

magnetics. Assuming the physics develops as projected, these studies indicate that the

RFP has the potential to offer a lower development path for the fusion program,

particularly since the lower cost ignition physics is on the path to an economic high-
power-density reactor.
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: RFP and enhanced tokamak reactor comparisons define the physics parameters

required of the confinement concepts to access high MPD operation. A major

performance requirement is a high fraction of radiated power to the walls. Total

radiated power fractions of __ 50 % are required of both the RFP and tokamak

confinement geometries. The RFP has documented operation with a high radiated

power fraction with decreasing the thermal transport. Other specifications move the

high MPD designs for the tokamak toward high aspect ratio, high-field magnetics,

high-beta second-stability operation, and relatively flat density profiles together with

enhanced L-mode scaling. The RFP has demonstrated operation with high beta, high

(as well as low)aspect ratios, relatively low-field magnetics, and relatively flat density

profiles. If the current scaling and associated physics parameters for RFX and ZTtt

are as projected from the present data base, the RFP will be capable of accessing high

MPD operation.
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